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About This Game

Can you escape the Dreamcage?

Are you ready to solve puzzles and crack codes in this new and innovative room escape game?

A strange world full of different cages, each one trapping a miniature world inside. Beautiful and magical, but creepy and
captivating at the same time! You find yourself inside Cage 28 with no idea of what's going on.

The Giant Caretaker, that was looking after the cages, seems to be long gone and everything is falling apart. Find a way out, or
risk being locked inside forever!

If you think you have what it takes to escape all those rooms go on and download this escape game!

Features:

- Unique setting and ambiance, unlike any other escape game.
- Complete, functioning world imagined inside a claustrophobic birdcage.

- 15 beautiful rooms to explore!
- Dozens of challenging quests and original puzzles!

- An escape game you will remember!
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Watch Out for the Wolves!. A frustrating experience. I know early access games are not the final product, but the problems I
faced shouldn't have even made it past internal testing. I would write bug reports for this, but that would involve spending more
time typing up bug reports than I have been able to spend in actual gameplay.

I attempted to start up the game for the first time and was greeted with an error message with buttons saying "Download" and
"Quit" without giving me any cursor to interact with the buttons. After forcing the game to close and starting it back up, I was
greeted by the same error screen with a blurred background behind it. Over the top of the error screen was an option to play the
tutorial.

I attempted to play the tutorial and suddenly found my movement locked due to some oddity in the terrain. Unable to progress, I
closed the game again. I could not find any option to restart the tutorial after that. And the error screen was back, but eventually
the regular main menu loaded in. The vehicle art in the middle of the screen was blurred out until I navigated to the vehicle
select menu.

I decided to just start a normal game and figure it out. As it turns out, the primary weapon on the tank I picked did NOTHING
except go on cooldown when fired. No visual, no damage, nothing but a cooldown.

After getting frustrated, I restarted the game again. The error screen was back. I switched to a mech, hoping its weapons would
work and started queueing up for another game only for it to crash immediately.

What little gameplay I was able to experience wasn't particularly interesting, either.. Made me rage. I love it. 8/10. I made it
about three levels into this game. ♥♥♥♥ this♥♥♥♥♥♥ This is too ♥♥♥♥ing hard.

I bought this♥♥♥♥♥♥because I thought my children might like it. Nope. I'm 39 and it is too hard.. This is one of the best
games i have played to date. I am starting my own pro team on HeadShot we are hoping to compete in the ELEAGUE
HeadShot. Please support by buying our merch. Headshot>Csgo. Not gonna lie, I was a fan of the flash games so seeing it on
Steam as it's own game is a dream come true. While getting it free would have been cool (as I have an option to say I got it free)
I'm glad I paid for it. It's worth the money.

My single complaint is the fact that it left me on a cliff hanger and the next game isn't out yet. Play the flash games, they're
under the same name, if you want a bit of back story on the kid. This is a good story, it's great for those that want to get 100% in
a game, and it's even better for those that like to work for it and enjoy a good 'who done it' puzzle. The characters are fun and
the story engaging.

It's a great game from a series I adore and I can't wait to see what happens next.. An excellent addition to the BSG Deadlock
series.

Pros
-Excellent story, keeps up the tension and reason to keep playing the game.
-Solid mechanics during the freeplay section of the game. Everything that was enjoyable about the original campaign makes a
reappearance with the addition of the vetrancy system.
-The music is great. They really manage to capture the feel of Bear Mcreary's original BSG soundtrack. The Lament in the final
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mission is especially moving.

Cons
-Not enough new ships. The Heracles is nice and all but it would have been better to see more Battlestar and Basestar Classes.
-Cliffhanger ending.

After the dubious Anabasis DLC - points for trying a different idea but it was unfortunately it was halfbaked and frustrating on
release - the team has really done a good job with this expansion pack. It makes me look forward to seeing what's coming next.
In terms of next steps I would really like to see a full fledged sequel to the game with new ships etc. rather than another DLC. A
standalone expansion pack could also work (in the vein of the original Supreme Commander games).
All in all a worthy continuation of the story and certainly worth picking up if you enjoyed the original game and want more..
Nope, thanks.. I have seen better flash games than this heap of garbage. It is so bad, that I will not even waste any more time
writing a review of why it is so bad.. TL;DR - Great game for a quick mind challenge!

Dawn of a Soul is a tricky mathematical puzzle game. It starts out straightforward and easy but the learning curve is steep and
after only a couple of minutes your brain will start smoking. In a time when a lot of indie games are simple "pay to win" games
this is a refreshing experience.

The visuals are great and very rewarding. Considering this has been developed by a single person makes the game even better!
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Nice game overall I'll give it 7.5/10
The story progession is nice but, One thing I hate about this game was soundtrack, It doesn't fit in that much to the game mood
and tone in my opinion and sometimes I feels irritatate by them but the character design and story expression I'd say they did a
pretty good job on it, I'm gonna say it worth the price
 If you love VN then go ahead and give this game a try, You would like it!. great top-down zombie shooter - pass levels, kill
hundreds of zombies, fight zombie bossess, perks, exploding barrels, weapon shop, level design - everything done properly -
game's pretty playable, interesting, addictive: zombies start to attack when you don't see them, so they attack unexpectedly; they
ran pass exploding barrels prior their explosion - you have to be quick, exact and move all the time. i could stop playing it only
at level 4 :). A quick and easy casual puzzle.. I have been playing Heroes of Might and Magic series since i was little and i must
say that out of all games i have played until now this one is my best. Recommended 10/10. best time waister ever. A fairly solid,
but basic point and click adventure that will last you around an hour or so.
Nothing too scary to speak of really, just simple gameplay paired with some really nice looking visuals.
The story is also... Odd. Take it or leave it.

For the price, I'd recommend this one.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZsBMJjZ8uOI
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